
22 Time to Eat

Johnny is shopping with his mum in a supermarket. Look at the 
picture. 

butter

cheesebeef

tomatoes

onions

pork

mushrooms

ham

salt

vegetables
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Johnny is helping his mum to find some food. Look at the pictures. 
Complete the conversation with the words in the box.

cheese mushrooms pork
salt tomatoes vegetables

1  Mum: Are there any ?

 Johnny: No, there aren’t.

2  Mum: Is there any ?

 Johnny: , there .

3  Mum: Are there any ?

 Johnny: , there .

4  Mum: Is there any ?

 Johnny: , there .

5  Mum: Are there any ?

 Johnny: , there .

6  Mum: Is there any ?

 Johnny: , there .
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Take a look at the verbs about cooking.

add cut fry mix peel pour

Kayla is learning how to make shrimp omelette. Look at the pictures. Fill 
in the blanks with the words in the box.

add cut fry mix pour

Vocabulary Booster 

Today I am going to teach you how to make 
a shrimp omelette. First, peel the shrimps. Then, 
1   the shrimps into small pieces.

Next, 2   two eggs together and 
3   the shrimps to the eggs. 

Then, 4   the mixture on a pan 
and 5   the mixture.

At last, put the shrimp omelette on a plate.
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foodie (n.) expensive (adj.) spaghetti (n.) romantic (adj.)
dim sum (n.) spring roll (n.) rude (adj.) fresh (adj.)

Jenny and George are reading some restaurant reviews. Read the 
restaurant reviews.

1. Little Italy       Italian

This new restaurant is expensive but the food is 
very good. I love their spaghetti and their pizza! 
My husband and I have some wine and we 
enjoy a romantic night!

 – by Fanny

2. Miss Lai’s Kitchen    Chinese

I have dim sum with Mum in Miss Lai’s Kitchen. It 
is our favourite place for dim sum. Their spring rolls 
are so tasty. We wait for 1 hour to get a table. 
The waiters are rude to us. My mum is not happy.

 – by Tom

3. Burger Place     American

You can find the best burger here! Try the French 
fries too! They are fresh and hot! The restaurant 
is small. Not a good place to go with many 
people.

 – by Tanya

FoodieFoodie Online! foodieonline.com/0341
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Choose the best answer by blackening the circle.

8  How many restaurant reviews are there?
 A. 1  B. 2
 C. 3  D. 4

9  Which restaurant review does Tanya write?
 A. Little Italy  B. Miss Lai’s Kitchen
 C. Burger Place  D. Foodie Online

10  In line 16, what does ‘They’ refer to?
 A. Burger Place  B. the burgers
 C. the French fries  D. American

Choose the most suitable restaurant for these people. Write the letters 
in the blanks. 

A. Little Italy B. Miss Lai’s Kitchen C. Burger Place

11  Jenny loves dim sum very much. 

12  George wants to have some fast food. 

13  George’s mum wants to have some wine with her friends. 

Answer the questions in complete sentences.

14  Why is Tom’s mum unhappy?

15  Jenny’s dad does not like Western food. 
Which restaurant can he go to?

 

 

What does ‘Western’ mean?
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